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« In this recipe, the first and most important thing is this  
river, the Loire, a real jewel of nature still preserved, 

magical, with its castles and landscapes that change at 
every turn.  

On this river, you add the Dragon Boats, and above all 
the Dragon Boat spirit, the cohesion, the team spirit, the 
«being together» mood, making sure that together we go 

much further than all alone. 
Finally, another essential ingredient is the Dragon  Ladies. 
You bring them together for a a few days, to  experience a 

moment of happiness and communion.»

Frédéric TRUCHET

Frédéric TRUCHET
Oncologist in Loire region
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In 2018, Dr Frédéric Truchet, an oncology surgeon at  Saumur 
Hospital, had the idea of offering women affected by breast 
cancer a sporting event dedicated to them.
He then called upon Dragon Boat Attitude. It is from this 
 combination of skills that UNITED LADIES was born: 
 paddling four days long on the Loire and experience a 
 collective  adventure in total connection with nature.



The association PAGAIE PLUS LOIN aims to organise 
sport-health challenges for people  facing illness.

As such, the association is involved in the  organisation 
and promotion of the United Ladies adventure in order 
to raise funds and enable all those who wish to do so 
to experience this extraordinary human  adventure.
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DRAGON BOAT ATTITUDE is the French specialist in 
the organisation of Dragon Boat events. 
From team building to boot camps, from festivals to 
world championships, DBA organises events for up 
to several thousand people with  logistics solutions, 
material and human resources.
The DBA team is driven by strong values of cohesion, 
respect for others and the environment.

www.dragonboat-attitude.fr 
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WEDNESDAY 3WEDNESDAY 3rdrd AUGUST  AUGUST 
afternoonafternoon

Welcoming, briefing, press conference 
and opening ceremony

THU. - FRI. - SAT.THU. - FRI. - SAT.
44thth - 5 - 5thth - 6 - 6thth AUGUST AUGUST

Breakfast by the Loire river

~50kms paddling session

Dinenr & night in wildlife by the river

SUNDAY 7SUNDAY 7thth AUGUST AUGUST

Breakfast by the Loire river

~50kms paddling session
Lunch by the Loire river

Finish line
Closing party
Night in hotel

MONDAY 8MONDAY 8thth AUGUST AUGUST
Breakfast

Shuttles back to the cars

SCHEDULEPROVISIONAL



The Loire, a royal and living river, offers the United 
Ladies participants a  navigation in a setting of wild 

and varied landscapes, a setting marked by strength 
and gentleness where a multitude of species of the 

living world live side by side.

The ideal setting for a reconnection
 to nature, a reconnection to life.

LOIRE RIVERLOIRE RIVER
DOWN THEDOWN THE



THE BOATSTHE BOATS

C9C9 A 9-seater canoe, commonly known as a 
«C9», is a paddle-powered boat  steered 

by a helmsperson.
The boat consists of two rows of 4 

paddlers, and a steerer.
It is a light and manoeuvrable crew boat, 

which is ideal for this type of navigation.

To move forward, there is no secret, 
you need to paddle TOGETHER!

This is also what gives this adventure 
a strong human and collective dimension.



DRAGON LADIES

DRAGON LADIES

THE ADVENTURERS

The Dragon Ladies are groups of women who have been  affected by breast 
cancer. They meet in their  respective clubs to paddle together, in the same 
Dragon Boat crew.
 
The UNITED LADIES adventure has become an  unmissable event for many 
ladies from France and elsewhere.
 
Each year, since the first edition in 2018, 32  women experience the power 
of the collective, the connection to nature, to each other, to themselves, all 
in a good mood.



« Everything was there, the magnificent weather, the breathtaking landscapes, the good 
mood, the welcome at each stage, the encouragement, the benevolence... What a success. »

Malika

« For me, it was a life-changing event. An adventure that I will cherish forever. » 
Karen

« It’s a great experience: we are pampered, the meals, the tents, the paddling sessions... 
There is  kindness from everyone. I will keep more than just memories: it will be part of my 
heritage.»

Lisiane

« United Ladies, women united for a challenge, to be together, to laugh, sing, paddle, to live, 
to BE!  Thank you to all of you! »

Gribouille

« A magnificent human and sporting adventure, exceptional activities (night sessions, lock 
crossings,...), super motivated girls and a top-notch organisation »

Claire

« A professional team that pampers us throughout the adventure... And who find very nice 
campsite places to share together... An exceptional challenge... »

Agnès

THEY HAVE PARTICIPATEDTHEY HAVE PARTICIPATED

THEIR FEEDBACKSTHEIR FEEDBACKS



www.unitedladies.fr

www.dragonboat-attitude.fr

United Ladies

Dragon Boat Attitude

Lucie MUNIER
lucie@dragonboat-attitude.fr

06.77.97.34.13

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

Pagaie Plus Loin

Organisation contact

contact@unitedladies.fr


